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Name:  __________
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE x70 Exam No. 3 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you with solving the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 120 minutes or the 
end of the day, whatever comes first then to submission on Canvas will close. In that case email this test to the instructor  and accept a 2 point late 
submission penalty for the each started hour counting from Canvas reported start time. 

DL: ___ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

EMAIL? ___ hours started  LATE: ___

Problem 1 (25pts.)
Answer the questions based on the recent lecture about the numerical complexity and/or Chapter 3 of the “Algorithms 
to Live By.”

Problem 1AB (10pts.)
What is the numerical complexity of preparing a house for a party for N guests?  Leave only the right answer: 

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

What is the numerical complexity of N guests greeting each other at a party?  Leave only the right answer: 

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

What is the numerical complexity of passing a dish at a  party for N guests?  Leave only the right answer: 

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Assuming that all answers above are correct, what is the numerical complexity of all of the above combined?
Leave only the right answer:  (Audio book: 16m20s, 17m50s)

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

What is the numerical complexity of partially sorting N books from a library basket into K bins according to their subjects, 
without sorting them within each such bin?  K is much smaller than N.  Leave only the right answer: 

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Problem 1C (5pts.)
Dr. Wang was testing his most recent version of a an algorithm to control a fleet of flying drones.  Its numerical complexity 
is O(n2).  He currently runs 10 drones in his lab  and is able to perform a complete check in 10 ms. The drone trajectories 
need to be checked for the danger of collision at least every 100 ms.  How many drones could be handled within that time 
limit?  
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Answer: ___  (Run down to a whole number, if needed. Optionally show your work below.)

Problem 1D (5pts.)
What is the numerical complexity of merge sort algorithm used when sorting three sorted piles into one?  Leave only the 
right answer: 

Answer:   n! 2n n5 n4 n3  n2sqrt(n) n2log(n) n2 n*sqrt(n) n*log(n) n sqrt(n) log(n) 1 0  [O(n)]

Problem 1E (5pts.)
Based on your knowledge of the data container implementation of vector<T>  (or class BadVector), array<T,N>, list<T>, and 
cbuffer<T,N,S>  (CircularBuffer)  indicate numerical complexity for the member functions.  Leave only the right answer.

vector<T>::~vector() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more

array<T,N>::~array() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more

list<T>::~list() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more

link<T>::~link() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more

cbuffer<T,N,S>::~cbuffer() /* destructor */ less   1   n   n2   more
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Problem 2 (25pts.)
STL library is used.  Analyze the code fragments and answer what is stored inside each data container, including 
the order of data, after each of the code fragments is executed.  Use ‘-’ to indicate that the data container is 
empty and nothing valid is stored inside.  

Problem 2A
vector<int> V; 

V.push_back(1); V.push_back(2); V.erase(V.begin()); V.push_back(3); 
V.insert(V.begin(), 4);

V contains: (front) ___ (back)

Problem 2B
list<int> L; 

L.push_front(1); L.push_front(2); L.push_back(3); L.pop_back(); L.push_front(4);

L contains: (front) ___ (back) 

Problem 2C
queue<int>  Q; 

Q.push(1); Q.push(2); Q.pop(); Q.push(3); Q.push(4); Q.pop(); Q.push(5);

Q contains: (front) ___ (back)

Problem 2D
stack<int>  S;

S.push(1); S.push(2); S.pop(); S.push(3); S.push(4); S.pop(); S.push(5);

S contains: (bottom) ___ (top)

Problem 2E
deque<int> D;

D.push_front(1); D.push_front(2); D.pop_front(); D.push_back(3); D.pop_back(); 
D.insert(D.end(), 4);

D contains: (front) ___ (back) 
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Problem 3 (25pts.)
Analyze the dependence among structures (or classes with public data members) resembling some variation of a 
link-based data structure that are allocated in memory as shown in the figure and answer what memory 
locations are accessed in the provided code by providing values of those memory locations in decimal integer 
numbers. Pointer values are not necessarily realistic, and have been preset to provide a good exam exercise. In 
case of dereferencing a null pointer or unlisted memory location answer “EXCEPTION.”  Assume that an 
exception does not stop the program from running further.

//COMPUTER MEMORY IMAGE:

address X - data.X address
Y - data.Y B - before D - data ptr A - after

1000 1 2000 1020 9 2096
2 0 1008 2024 10 B 1030 A

1008 3 2024 1024 11 2120
4 2000 1000 2048 12 2024 1020 2072

1012 5 2048 1028 13 2144
6 2024 1016 2120 14 0 1024 0

1016 7 2072 1030 15 2168
8 2120 1012 2168 16 2168 1034 0

//CODE:

class myData { public: int X, Y; };

class myLink { public: myLink *B, *A; myData *D; };

myLink * pointer;

pointer = 2024;

cout << pointer->D; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->X; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->Y; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->A; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->A->D; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->A->D->Y ; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION
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pointer = 2168;

cout << pointer->D; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->B; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->B->D; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->D->B->D->X; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->A; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION

cout << pointer->A->D; // printed: ________ or NULL EXCEPTION
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Problem 4 (25pts.)
Implement a fully functional assignment operator for the linked list from your homework assignment.  The 
assignment operator that can be used in expressions like  list<int> a, b, c; …  a = b = c; … 

template<typename T> class list {
… 
private:
  size_t    mySize;
  link<T> * endLink;
};
Answer: 
template<typename T> 

___ list<T>::operator=(___) {

if ( ___ ) {

// destruct the old list

___

___

// perform the assignment

___

___

___

}

return( ___ );

}
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